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SCM Command Center - Procurement - Supplier
Portal - Appointment - Yard - Dock Management
- Material Inventory Management - Logistics &
Fulfillment & More

SCMPaaS

Our Solutions

A technology which does not generate any LINE OF
CODE that is dependent on current or future
enterprise data or connectors or functionality or API
or ERP used by the customer

Achieve Zero Technical Debt 

A platform that holds the DNA to compose
enterprise real-time visibility, on-demand multi-
directional orchestration, what-if scenario planning,
and AI Prediction in an agile, composable approach 

Achieve 10x Faster Solutions to Market  

Gain Business Smart Solutions with Data Ownership
and extension flexibilities for Agile Enterprise Needs

Innovation Freedom

Why UCBOS

A technology that brings Innovation to 
On-Prem and Agility to Cloud applications
by overcoming business cross-functional

barriers through "NEW"  Zero Code solutions
critical for current and future business.

Next Gen Zero Code Platform

Zero Code Business and AI Solutions
 Buy as SaaS - Enhance as PaaS - Govern Your Data

UCBOS - ZERO CODE PLATFORM  

inquiries@ucbos.com

AIPaaS

Lead Time Manufacturing - Lead Time
Procurement - Lead Time Order Fulfillment
Prediction 
Dynamic Slotting Prediction 
Demand Forecasting Prediction Customer 

      Churn Prediction & More

B2B Ecosystem Integration
API Management 
Routing & Orchestration 
Operational Database 
Semantic Data Model & More

 iPaaS & oPaaS

Vendor Accelerators

Manhattan Upgrade Accelerators
Oracle Gap Enrichment 
SAP Extensions

https://ucbos.com/
mailto:inquiries@ucbos.com


Enterprise Ontology 

Continuous dynamic unified logical data
model which understands the business

context that auto maps semantic
enterprise ontology across internal,
external, and market data to bring

immediate endless business and supply
chain visibility with clarity

 

Actionable Insights 

Real time unified actionable database
and scenario planning engine for

executing alternate business
strategies, and disruption management
solutions missing in ERPs, SCM Apps,

visibility platforms, analytics platforms,
data lakes, and data warehouse

 

Plug & Play AI Engines

Offers MLAI capabilities like 
Predictive Analytics, Neural Networks,

NLP, & Computer Vision facilitating
seamless data integration, preparation,

treatment, analysis, AI modeling, xAI
(Explainable AI), AI execution, AI output

data creation and final outcome
orchestrations

 

 A disruptive Zero Code Platform with critical pillars for enterprise IT strategy success

UCBOS smartly connects disparate ecosystems, data types,
and formats in real-time, evaluates the business drivers,

and triggers new strategic solutions for improved business
outcomes through a 100% Configurable zero code platform.

UCBOS’s unique selling proposition is real-time business
visibility with gears to implement alternate strategies based

on new data insights, AI modeling, and on-demand multi-
directional orchestration across the value chain without a

single line of code eliminating technical debt.

UCBOS  State-of-the-Art Architecture


